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The goal



The Current Phase Relation of a Josephson Junction

Δ1exp(iϕ1) Δ2exp(iϕ2)

Is(ϕ1- ϕ2) = Ic𝑓(ϕ1− ϕ2)

V∝ d(ϕ1- ϕ2)/dt 



Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
(SQUID)

when

So by sweeping the magnetic 
through the SQUID, we can measure 
the critical current as a function of 
flux, it has the shape of current 
phase relation of the weak Junction.

1.5μm

0.5μm



The Counter Technique
(supplementary material)

Rbias = 10KOhm



The result 



Plot Twist

• “However , the amplitude of the signal deems this explanation 
unlikely.”

“We conclude that it is unlikely for 
the current to be carried purely by 
ballistic hinge states.”



The alternative model

2π periodicity and strong inductance. 

How ever we need to know the relation between 
Josephson Current and total flux                    by an 
educated guess…



Quick dirty plot by letting Ic = 1 

The alternative model





Inductance also affect the model

• We need to include the inductance of the Josephson Junctions…



At any point, one applied flux 
correspond to multiple total flux



Moral of the day

• Seemingly 4π periodicity is insufficient for a topological Josephson 
Junction argument. The critical current needs to be quantized 

• Strong self inductance of the device can cause multi-value current 
phase relation. 



Why this is interesting to me?





B_out~Bx~B2

B_in ~ Bz
B_1~By

The EMP project
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